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Let R be a complete valuation ring with field of quotients K and residue 
field R A is a finite-dimensional separable K-algebra and A is an R-order 
in A. We shall give a construction-via almost split sequences-of the indecom-
posable left A-lattices, in case this number is finite and A satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(0.1) (i) There exists a maximal R-order r in A such that 
radFCAC r. 
(ii) If Gi, I ~ i ~ s, are the nonisomorphic projective indecomposable 
left F-lattices, then Gf =: HomR( Gi , R) is a projective right A-lattice, I ~ i ~ s. 
It was shown in [8, 9], that A satisfying (i) has global dimension at most 
two if and only if it satisfies (ii) or a dual statement-the proofs given here 
can easily be modified to apply to the dual situation. By W we denote the finite-
dimensional !-algebra Ajrad r. 
Since we shall also derive results about W, it is worth noting which algebras 
m: occur in this way. We shall show below that for any field f, a finite-dimensional 
!-algebra 1!£ occurs in the above way if and only if there exists a {-algebra 
monomorphism 
s 
(0.2) W---->- [1 (fi)n; = ~' 
i~l 
where f; are finite-dimensional skewfieids over f, such that ~ as W-module 
is injective. In particular, all finite-dimensional hereditary !-algebras have 
property (1.10). 
We assume now that A satisfies (0.1). In Section I we shall show that .1Wl0, 
the category of left A-lattices is isomorphic to a subcategory m;Wl(S), consisting 
of those finitely generated left \!{-modules, which have as indecomposable 
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summands of their injective envelopes only direct summands of !B. In particular 
it will follow that ~9R(S) has enough injective objects and that it has almost 
split sequences. It should be noted, that the injective objects in ~9R(S) are 
in general not injective Ill-modules, and the almost split sequences in ~9R(S) 
do not coincide with the almost split sequences in the category of all finitely 
generated Ill-modules (cf. Section 3). So that this result gives-for the artinian 
case-a new device to construct indecomposable modules from known ones. 
In Section 2 we assume in addition that Ill is hereditary, and we modify 
the proof of Auslander-Platzek [4] to obtain the indecomposable objects in 
~9R(S) via almost split sequences in ~9R(S) starting with the indecomposable 
projective ones-in case ~9R(S) has only finitely many indecomposable objects. 
This is then used to show that the indecomposable left A-lattices are-in 
this case-obtained from the indecomposable projective ones via almost split 
sequences in A9R0 (2.4). 
Finally it should be noted that in case Ill is the tensor algebra of a species 6, 
Ringel and the author have classified those species 6 for which ~IDl(S) is of 
finite type [7]. The result depends very much on the orientation in 6. For 
all such Ill we obtain orders of finite lattice type. 
1. CoNNECTION WITH ARTIN ALGEBRAS 
We keep the notation of (0.1) and put J = rad r. 
If ME A9R0 is an indecomposable injective left A-lattice, i.e., an indecom-
posable injective object in A9R0, then M* = HomR(M, R) is an indecomposable 
projective right A-lattice, which has a unique maximal A-submodule in 
K @R M*; hence M has a unique minimal A-overmodule M- in K @R M. 
Now, by hypothesis (0.1), G; is an injective left A-lattice, and so S; = G;-/G; 
is a simple left A-module, 1 ~ i ~ s; moreover, S; ~ Sj for i =I= j. S; is 
annihilated by rad T, since rad r C rad A, and so each S; is an Ill = Afrad T-
module, 1 ~ i ~ s. For a finitely generated left Ill-module V we write Soc(V) 
for the socle of V. 
The following full subcategory of finitely generated left ~{-modules will 
play a fundamental role in the sequel: 
as usual, ~9Jlf denotes the category of finitely generated left Ill-modules. 
(1.1) THEOREM I. Assume rad rcA c r and that G; is an injective A-
lattice, 1 ~ i ~ s. Then the functor 
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induced by 
M ~ Mj(rad T)M, 
is a representation equivalence. 
Proof. We put m = Tfrad T; then m is a semisimple .sl-algebra, and the 
inclusion A <=--+ r induces a .sl-algebra monomorphism m: ~ m. 
We construct a category r:c, the objects of which are pairs 
where V E i!l9J11 and WE 589)11 -observe that m is semisimple and SO W is 
projective; rp is an m:-monomorphism and m Im rp = W. 
Morphisms in r:c are commutative diagrams 
where a is an m:-homomorphism and fJ is a m-homomorphism. It was shown 
in [5] and independently by [6] that AID1° and r:c are representations equivalent via 
induced by 
M ~ (Mfrad r · M ~ TMfrad r · M). 
We shall show next that r:c and i!llm(S) are representation equivalent. To 
do so, we observe that for WE 589)11 we have W"" EB;=l GJ"'t>, where Gi = 
Gifrad r · Gi . Moreover, Gi "" rad r · Gi and so rad r · Gi has a unique 
minimal A-overmodule in Gi-observe that Gi and hence also rad r · Gi 
is an injective A-lattice. Hence Gi has a simple socle as m:-module, which 
is isomorphic to si ' 1 ~ i ~ s. If we are now given an object in r:c, 
s 
v ~ w"" EB G!"l)' 
i=l 
then Soc(V)"" EB:=l SJ"'t>, ffJ being injective and m Im ffJ = w. Hence v E 
i!llm(S). Thus we have a functor 
IHl: r:c ~ i!llm(S), 
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induced by 
(V --4 W) f-+ V. 
In general, if M is an injective left A-lattice, then Mjrad r · M is not an 
injective 'll-module (cf. example, Section 3). However, for G; , 1 <; i <; s, 
this statement is true. Since G; is an injective left A-lattice, Gt = HomR(G;, R) 
is a projective right A-lattice and so Gt /rad r · Gf is a projective right 'll-
module. The functor HornS\(-, 5l) gives a duality between right and left 
'll-modules; whence Hom$\(Gffrad r · Gf, 5l) is an injective left 'll-module. 
However, 
Hom$\(Gi/rad T · G{, 5l):::: HomR(Gi/Gi rad r, KjR) ~ (Gi rad T)* /G; 
[11, II, Chap. IX, 4.2]. 
But rad r is a two-sided principal T-ideal and so (Gf rad T)*/G;'"'"' G;/rad TG;, 
and we have shown that C; is a injective left 'll-module. Moreover, from the 
above argument it also follows that C; is indecomposable; hence C; is the 
injective 'll-envelope of S; , 1 <; i <; s. 
We are now in the position to show that IHl is a representation equivalence: 
IHl is surjective on objects: Let V E miDl(S); then its injective envelope W 
is of the form w:::: EB:=l c:a,>, and so we have an 'll-monomorphism 
s 
v~ w~ ffiC!"')· 
i=l 
Since C; is a simple !8-module, 1 <; i <; s, we must have !8 Im fP = W. 
Hence V --+<P W lies in 'if, and IHl is surjective on objects. 
IHl is surjective on morphisms: Let V ---+" V' be a morphism in miDl(S), and 
denote by Wand W' the injective envelopes of V and V', resp. Then the fol-
lowing diagram can be completed commutatively 
I 
Ill 
, t 
V'~W' 
by an '!{-homomorphism fl. In general, there is no reason why fJ should be a 
!8-homomorphism; however, in our special situation we can show this: 
{J: W--+ W' is a !8-homomorphism, iff 
hom({J, 5l): Hom$\(W', 5l) =: W'*---+ Hom$\(W, 5l) =: W* 
IS a !8-homomorphism. Now W* and W'* are projective right 'll-modules, 
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and so W* = MjMradF and W'* = M'jM'radr, where M and M' are 
projective right A-modules, which are at the same time F-modules. Because 
of the A-projectivity of M and M', the ~-homomorphism hom(,B, ~) can be 
lifted to a A-homomorphism p: M'--+ M; but HomA(M', M) = Homr(M', M). 
Hence p is a F-homomorphism. Consequently hom(,B, ~) and ,8 are m-homo-
morphisms. This shows that (a:, ,8) is a morphism in '6', and so IHl is surjective 
on morphisms. 
Remark. The above argument shows at the same time that ,8 is uniquely 
determined by a:. In fact, if ,8 and ,8' lift u:, both are m-homomorphisms and so 
for wE W we can write w = L b;v;, V; E V and so w,B = L b;(v,a:} = w,B'; 
i.e., ,8 = [3'. 
IHl reflects split morphisms: Assume that 17; V--+ V' is split epimorphism 
(monomorphism), then the injective envelopes split accordingly, and so we 
have a commutative diagram 
where 171 is a split epimorphism (monomorphism). From the previous argument 
it follows that (17, 171) is a splitting in '6'. This completes the proof of (l.l). I 
(1.2) CoROLLARY. Ij ME A9Jl0 is indecomposable, then Mjrad r. M lS 
indecomposable. If Mjrad r · M is a projective ~-module, then M was a projective 
A-lattice to start with. Moreover, if a:: M--+ N is a homomorphism of A-lattices 
such that ci: Mjrad r · M--+ Njrad r · N is a split monomorphism (epimorphism), 
then the same holds for u:. 
We quote from [9, 1.4]: 
(1.3} PROPOSITION. Let iff: 0 --+ M' --+ M--+ M"--+ 0 be an exact sequence 
of left A-lattices such that M' is indecomposable. Then C: 0--+ M'/rad r · M'--+ 
Mjrad r · M--+ M"jrad r · M"--+ 0 is an exact sequence in &IDl(S). 
In the following definition f stands for A9Jl0, 'll9Jl1, and &IDl(S), resp. 
(1.4) DEFINITION. (I) An object I in f is said to be injective in f, if, 
whenever a monomorphism I--+"' X in f is given such that Coker((' E f, 
then ((' is a split monomorphism. We say that f has enough injective objects, 
if for every X E f there exists an injective object I(X) and a monomorphism 
X --+qJ I( X) such that Coker((' E f. 
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(2) An exact sequence in $' 
c%':0----->-M-~E~N-O 
is said to be an almost split sequence in f, if 
(i) M and N are indecomposable, 
(ii) c%' is not split exact, 
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(iii) given any homomorphism ex: X-+ N, X E $', which is not a 
splittable epimorphism, then there exists a homomorphism (3: X-+ E with 
(3.f = ex. 
Remark. (1) Given N(M), such an almost split sequence c%', if it exists, 
is unique up to isomorphism of short exact sequences. 
(2) An almost split sequence has the additional property that given any 
a: M-+ Y, Y E f, which is not a splittable monomorphism, then there exists 
a homomorphism r: E-+ Y with cpr = a. Moreover, (1.4, 2, (iii)) can be 
replaced by this property. 
(3) It was shown in [3, 10, 12] that almost split sequences exist for A~lJl0 
and ~9)11, in the following sense: Given any indecomposable nonprojective N, 
then there exists an almost split sequence 
iff: 0-+ M-+ E-+ N-+ 0. 
Given any M, which is indecomposable noninjective (in case of A~lJl0 this means 
that M is not an injective left /!-lattice), then there exists an almost split sequence. 
We recall briefly the construction of almost split sequences [1-4, 12]. 
( 1.5) We have a duality 
induced by 
M 1--+ M* = HomR(M, R). 
For the transpose we take a minimal projective resolution for a nonprojective 
A-lattice M: 
and put 
Then lr r(M) is a /!-lattice. 
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For N a nonprojective A-lattice we put Ll(N) = [[J)lfr(N), and for a non-
injective A-lattice M we put Ll-(M) = lrr[[J)(M). 
Given N(M) in .ttiDl0, then Ext.tt1(N, Ll(N)) (ExtA1(L1-(M), M)) has a simple 
socle as EndA(N) (EndA(M))-module, and any exact sequence in this socle 
represents an almost split sequence for N(M). 
One of the most important features of this construction is, that by applying 
Ll(Ll-) to indecomposable nonprojective (noninjective) A-lattices one constructs 
new indecomposable lattices. 
The situation for miD11 is different from the above one. We also have a duality 
induced by 
V r-+ V* = Hom5t(V, 5\). 
For the transpose we take a minimal projective resolution for a nonprojective 
2!-module V: 
and put 
tr(V) = Coker(Homm(P0 , '!l)-->- Hom'll(P1 , '!l)). 
For V a nonprojective 'll-module we put 
C(V) = dtr(V), 
and for a noninjective 'll-module U we put 
c-c U) = trd( U). 
There the accordingly modified statements of (1.5) hold. 
We have used the notation C and c-, since in case 2( is the tensor algebra 
of a f-species, this is precisely the definition of the Coxeter transformation. 
For later applications we have to give a different description of almost split 
sequences. Let .% stand for any of the categories .ttiDl0, m9Jlf, m9Jl(S). 
(1.7) DEFINITION. A morphism r:p: M-->- N in .% is said to be irreducible 
if it is neither a split monomorphism nor a split epimorphism, and if for every 
factorization 
M ------'<P __ __,. N 
~/, 
X 
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with X E :f, either a: is a split monomorphism or f3 is a split epimorphism. 
(For example, if Pis indecomposable projective, then the embedding rad P---+ P 
is an irreducible map.) 
We recall from [1, 10, 13]. 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. Let 0---+ M ---+rp E ---+"' N---+ 0 be an almost split sequence 
in :f. If a: E :f(M, X) and f3 E f(Y, N) are irreducible morphisms, then M ---+"'X 
is a direct summand of M ---+rp E and Y ---+13 N is a direct summand of E ---+"' N. 
Conversely, if E = E1 E8 E2 is a decomposition with projections 7T;: E---+ E; 
and injections t;: E;---+ E, then L;lf and 'f!7T; , i = 1, 2 are irreducible morphisms. 
The next result concerns only Artinian algebras. So we assume that ~ is a 
field and m a finite-dimensional ~-algebra such that there is a ~-algebra 
monomorphism 
s 
(1.9) m c---+ n (f;),.; = !8, 
i~l 
where f; are finite-dimensional separable skewfields over ~. and such that 
the simple !8-modules are indecomposable injective as m-modules. 
We shall show next that a large number of algebras have this property. 
(1.10) PROPOSITION. Let m be a finite-dimensional basic hereditary ~-algebra. 
Assume that S1 , ••. , s. are the nonisomorphic simple projective m-modules and 
let Ei be the injective envelope of si , 1 ~ i ~ s. Then End~(Ei) = Ti are finite-
dimensional skewfields over~. and there is a ~-algebra monomorphism 
• 
m c---+ TI Endf,(Ei)· 
i~l 
Proof. Indecomposable projective m-modules are determined by their top 
constituent, and so if m is hereditary, the endomorphism rings of indecom-
posable projective m-modules are skewfields and so by duality, End~(E;) = 
End~(d(E;)) = fi are finite-dimensional skewfields over R 
By duality, it suffices to show the following: Let T1 , ... , T 8 be the simple 
injective m-modules and let P; , 1 ~ i ~ s be the projective cover of T; . 
Then the map 
s 
j: m---+ TI Endf,(P;) = !8 
i~l 
a f-+ a:a: multiplication by a 
is a ~-algebra monomorphism; here T; = End~(P;). In fact, assuming this, 
we conclude that !8 is projective as m-module and so !8* = Hom51(!8, ~) ~ !8 
is an injective m-module. 
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We first observe that the P; , 1 ~ i ~ s are the maximal indecomposable 
projective 2£-modules; in fact, assume we have the following situation, P 
indecomposable projective: 
By the injectivity of T; , the diagram can be completed, and so P '"" P; . 
Moreover, if P is maximal indecomposable projective, then P '"" P; , for some 
1 ~ i ~ s. In fact, let T = P/rad P; we have to show that T is injective. 
Let E be the injective envelope of T and Q the projective cover of E. Then 
we can complete the following diagram commutatively: 
P ---------+ T ---------+ 0 
pl l 
Q ---------+ E - 0. 
Let Q = EB~~l Q; be the decomposition of Q into indecomposable projective 
modules with projections TT;: Q ~ Q;. Then for each i, TT;p: P ~ Q; must be 
monic-observe TT;P cf= 0, since T = Soc(E)-'ll being hereditary and P being 
indecomposable. By the maximality of P, we conclude P ~ Q; for every 
1 ~ i ~ m, via TT;P· But then for every 1 ~ i ~ s, the commutative diagram 
shows that every maximal submodule of E is isomorphic to T, and so E '"" T. 
It remains to show thatj: 2£ ~~is injective. Let a E Ker j, then a· P; = 0 
for all maximal indecomposable projective 2£-modules. But then a · P = 0 
for every indecomposable projective 2£-module; i.e., a · 2£ = 0, and so a = 0; 
i.e., j is injective. This completes the proof of (1.10). I 
Remark. The above argument shows that every finite-dimensional 5l-
algebra 2£ such that the maximal indecomposable projective 2£-modules P; 
-i.e., they are not proper submodules of projectives-have skewfields as 
rings of endomorphisms, satisfy (1.9). This condition is necessary and sufficient. 
We assume now that 2£ satisfies (1.9) and S; = Soc(C;), 1 ~ i ~ s, where 
C; are the simple ~-modules and as usual, 
~rffi1( S) = ) v E ~rffi1': Soc( V) ~ ~ s!~i)!. 
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(1.11) THEOREM II. Assume that 2{ satisfies (1.9). Then 
(i) m:IDI(S) has enough injective objects. 
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(ii) If V(U) E m:IDI(S) is indecomposable not projective (not injective zn 
m:9Jl(S)), then there exists an almost split sequence in m:IDI(S) 
0 ---+ U ---+ E ---+ V ---+ 0. 
We put U = .J(V) and V = .3-(U). 
Proof. Let R be the ring of formal power series over ~' and !2; the ring 
of formal power series over f;. K and D; are the rings of quotients of Rand !2;, 
resp., I :S;; i :S;; s. Let A be the pull-back of the diagram 
I 
~ 
• TI (f;)n, 
i~l 
1 
Then A is an R-order in the A = K ®R A and T = n:~1 (!J;)n. is a maximal 
R-order such that rad T C A C r, and 2I = Afrad T. Hence ~e may apply 
our previous results. 
(1.12) CLAIM. The indecomposable injective objects in m:9Jl(S) are exactly 
the modules Ifrad r ·I, where I is an injective .11-lattice. 
Proof. Let I be an indecomposable injective left A-lattice, and assume 
that we are given an exact sequence in m9Jl( S) 
0-----+ 1 ~ X~ X"-----+ 0, 
where 1 = Ifrad T ·I. If I is also a T-module, then 1 is injective (cf. proof 
of (1.1)). Hence we may assume that I is not a T-lattice. By (1.1) there exist 
A-lattices M and M" such that Mfrad T · M"" X and M"frad T · M""" X". 
Since rad r C rad A, we construct the following commutative diagram of 
A-lattices with exact rows 
0-----+1 "' X ob X" 0 
+ r r I I I obl obl 0-----+L M M" 0 
r r 
rad T · M-----+ rad T · M" 
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If L is a F-lattice, then ¢;1 is split and so if; is split by (1.2). Hence L is not a 
T-lattice, and so reduction modulo rad r is exact (1.3). But thenLJrad r · L ""1 
and soL "" I, and if;1 is split; thus if; is split and 1 is an injective object in ~9Jl(S). 
Conversely, let M = Mfrad r · M be an indecomposable injective object 
in ~9Jl(S), where M is a A-lattice. If M is a F-lattice, there M is injective. 
Hence we may assume that M is not a F-lattice. Given an exact sequence 
of A-lattices 
Iff: 0--+ M--+ N--+ N"--+ 0, 
the reduction modulo rad r is exact (1.3) and hence it splits M being injective. 
Applying (1.2) we conclude that Iff is split exact, and so M is an injective left 
A-lattice. I 
From (1.12) it follows readily that ·~9Jl(S) has enough injective objects, 
since the statement holds for A9Jl0• Moreover, the number of nonisomorphic 
indecomposable injective objects in ~9Jl(S) is the same as the number of non-
isomorphic indecomposable projective m:-modules P. (Observe P E ~9Jl(S), 
since it is obtained from a projective A-lattice by reduction modulo rad F.) 
To show that ~9Jl(S) has almost split sequences, we choose for V = 
Nfrad r. N (U = Mfrad r. M) an almost split sequence for N(M) in A9Jl0 
Iff: 0 --+ M--+ E--+ N--+ 0. 
(Observe that Vis not projective (U not injective) iff N is not projective (M is 
not injective).) 
It remains to be shown that 
~: 0 --+ M--+ E--+ N--+ 0, 
where X= Xfrad r ·X, is an almost split sequence in ~9Jl(S). Since M and 
N are indecomposable, so are M and N. Moreover, rff cannot be split exactly, 
since Iff does not split. Now given any X= X/rad r. X E ~9Jl(S) and a 
homomorphism ii: X--+ N, which is not a split epimorphism; since X is a 
A-lattice, ii can be lifted to (X: X--+ N, and so there exists (3: X--+ E making 
the diagram 
E-N 
~~~ 
X 
commute. Reduction modulo rad r now gives the desired result. This completes 
the proof of (1.11 ). I 
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(1.13) Remark. (i) In general, the injective objects in m9.ll(S) will not be 
injective 2!-modules, nor will the almost split sequences in ~19Jl(S) be almost 
split sequences in m9Jlf (cf. examples, Section 3). 
(ii) There is an interesting fact about irreducible maps in m9.ll(S), which 
is a consequence of the analogous result for A9Jl0 (cf. [13, 2.7]). If U ~"' V 
is an irreducible map in m9.ll(S), then either 'P is epic or 'P is a monomorphism 
onto a maximal submodule of V, or Coker 'P E m9.ll(S). 
There is a direct proof of (1.11) available which gives an internal description 
of the injective objects in m9.ll(S) and of the almost split sequences in m9.ll(S). 
However, the proof only copies the corresponding proof for orders, and so 
there is no point in rewriting it. So we just state the corresponding results 
without proof. Before we can do so we have to introduce several new concepts: 
U* = Homft(U, Sl), 
<X* = hom( <X, Sl), 
Q; = c:, 
U an 2!-module, 
<X an 2!-homomorphism, 
1 ~ i ~ s. 
9Jlm(S) is the category, the objects of which consist of pairs of right 2!-
modules U ~"' W, where 'P is an 2!-monomorphism, W ,..__ E8 Q~~;> is 2!- and 
!13-projective, and Im g;!B = W (this is the category of right modules corre-
sponding to 'l/ in the proof of (1.1)); morphisms are commutative diagrams 
u~w 
~ l la 
U'~W' 
where <X is an 2!-homomorphism and f3 is a !13-homomorphism. 
We shall now construct a duality between m9.ll(S) and 9.llm(S). For an object 
U E m9.ll(S) we embed it into its injective envelope W = ffi;~l GJ•;>, and so 
we get the exact sequence of left Ill-modules 
s 
o -. u ~ EB G~"';> ____.. v-. o 
i~l 
-observe V ¢: m9.ll(S). Applying the duality Homft( -, Sl), we get the exact 
sequence of right 2!-modules 
0 -. V* -. cp·' o<o:;l -. U* -. 0 
'27"-'t , 
i~l 
and 
s 
V* -- EB Qi"i) 
i~l 
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is an object in 9Jl'll(S). So we define the functor: 
on the objects by 
on the morphisms it is defined in the canonical way, bearing in mind that a 
morphism e~:: U--+ U' in 'llrol(S) lifts uniquely to a homomorphism on the 
injective envelopes. (Remark at the end of the proof to (1.1).) 
Reversing the construction one obtains a functor-also denoted by o-
(I.l4) LEMMA. (i) o is an exact contravariant functor such that 82 is naturally 
equi'valent to the identity. 
(ii) The injective objects in 'll9Jl(S) are exactly the objects of the form 
o(U--+ W), where U--+ W is a projective object in ID1~1(S); i.e., U is projective 
right '11-module in 9Jl'llf· 
(1.15) Construction of almost split sequences in 'llrol(S). Let U E 'll9Jl(S) 
be indecomposable nonprojective, and choose a minimal projective resolution 
for U-observe of projective ~{-modules lying in 9r9Jl(S)-
then we construct the following exact sequence of right ~{-modules 
"' "' 
0 ---+ Hom'll( U, '11) ---+ Hom'll(P0 , '11) ---+ Hom'll(P1 , '11). 
Since Hom'll(P0 , ~I) and Hom~1(P1 , '11) are projective right ~{-modules, they 
occur as left hand side '11-modules in 9Jl'll(S). Moreover, 9Jl'll(S) has images, 
and so there is an object C--+ Win 9Jl'll(S), with C = Im E. We now put 
r(U) = C--+ W, Lf(U) = o(C). Then the almost split sequence of U lies in 
the socle of Ext'll1(U, Ll(U)), which is simple. For Lr-(V) a similar construction 
applies. 
2. INDECOMPOSABLE MoDULES FOR ~19Jl(S) VIA ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES 
In this section we assume that the finite-dimensional Sl-algebra \!{ satisfies 
(1.9) and that it is hereditary. The category 'llrol(S) is defined as in Section I; 
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the operations 3 and 3- are defined in ( 1.11) and ( 1.15). We shall write &91( S) 
for a set of nonisomorphic indecomposable objects in &IDl(S). 
(2.1) THEOREM III. For &9R( S) the following are equivalent: 
(i) J&91(S)J < oo, 
(ii) for every V E &91(S) there exists n EN and an indecomposable projective 
'll-module P such that V'"'"' 3-n(P), where 3-n is defined inductively as 3°(X) = X, 
3-1(X) = 3-(X), 3-n(X) = 3-(3-<n-U(X)), n ;?: 1. 
The proof is based on the corresponding proof of Auslander and Platzeck 
(4] for hereditary algebras. Moreover, I would like to express my gratitude 
to Maurice Auslander for some valuable conversations. The proof of (2.1) 
will be done in several steps. 
(2.2) LEMMA. J&91(S)J < oo iff for every indecomposable U E &IDl(S), there 
exist only finitely many V E &91(S) with Hom&(V, U) # 0. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (13, 3.7] by using the equivalence 
with lattices ( 1.1 ), or by modifying the proof in [1, II] to fit the present situation. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let U, V E &91(S), then 
Hom~1( U, V) '"'"' Hom(3U, 3V), 
if U and V are not projective. 
Proof. For X, Y E &IDl(S) we write Hom&( X, Y) for Hom&(X, Y) modulo 
the subgroup of all morphisms from X to Y which factor through projective 
'll-modules, and Hom&(X, Y) for Hom&(X, Y) modulo the subgroup of all 
morphisms from X to Y which factor through injective objects in &IDl(S). 
CLAIM. Hom&( U, V) = Hom&( U, V) and Hom&(3U, 3V) = Hom&(3U,3V). 
Proof. Given a factorization U --+" P --+6 V, where P is projective. Since 
'll is hereditary, Im rx is projective and so U has a projective direct summand. 
Now let 3U --+" E --+fl 3V be a factorization, where E is an injective object 
in &IDl(S) (cf. (1.14)). Applying duality (1.14), a factorization in IDl&(S) is 
obtained, 
Now E8 = (P--+ W) is a projective object in IDl&(S), and so Im(f18) is projective, 
'll being hereditary and 9Jl~(S) having images. But (3V)8 is indecomposable 
and so it is projective; i.e., 3V is an injective object in ~19Jl(S). But V was 
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assumed to be not projective, and hence LfV cannot be injective. This proves 
the claim. I 
Proof of (2.3). Using the construction of LfU and LfV ( 1.5), routine arguments 
( cf. [2, III], Section 2) show Homm( U, V) '"'"' Homm(LfU, LfV), and the statement 
of (2.3) follows from the claim. 
Proof of (2.1): (ii) =?- (i). By means of (2.3) the results of [4, (1.3), (1.4)] 
hold, and so by the hypotheses of (ii) we conclude that for every indecomposable 
U E 9Jh(S), there exist only finitely many V E m91(S) with Homm(V, U) =I= 0; 
i.e., I m91(S)[ < oo by (2.2). 
By modifying the proof of [2, VI, 1.8] one derives easily-by going to the 
functor category-that (i) implies, that for every indecomposable object 
U E m9R(S), there exists a chain 
P~U~···~U =U 1 n > 
of objects in m9.Jl(S) such that Pis indecomposable projective, Ui is indecom-
posable and each rxi is an irreducible map in m9.Jl(S); moreover, the composition 
of the rxi is not zero. 
The proof of (i) =?- (ii) can now be taken as in [4, 1.5a =?- b] observing that 
[4, (1.1)] holds for m9Jl(S). This completes the proof of (2.1). I 
Summarizing the results we can formulate the main theorem: Assume that 
the R-order A satisfies (0.1), and that in addition m: is a hereditary $\-algebra. 
(2.4) THEOREM. (1) The following are equivalent: 
(i) A has finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable left lattices. 
(ii) For every indecomposable left A-lattice M there exists an integer n EN 
such that ,dn(M) = Pis indecomposable projective (cf. 1.5). 
(2) If 5H is the tensor algebra of a species 6, then A is of finite lattice type 
if and only if e; is the disjoint union of oriented graphs which can be reduced to 
Dynkin diagrams [7, 1.4]. 
(We recall from [7, 1.3], that a species e; with associated graph y is reducible 
if there exists an edge a - n.1> b such that the graph which is obtained from y 
by removing the edge a - <1•1> b is the disjoint union y' 0 Am of some graph 
y' and a second graph of type Am , and a is a sink in y' and b is a sink in Am . 
We then denote by Ya~b the graph obtained from y by identifying a and b 
and omitting the edge between them, and say that Ya~b is obtained from y 
by reduction. y is said to be irreducible if it cannot be reduced.) 
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3. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we shall illustrate the previous results by constructing the 
indecomposable lattices for the following R-order. 
rR R R R R R R 
II R R R R R R 
II II R R R R R 
A= II II II R II II II II= radR 
II II II II R II II 
II II II II II R R (R R) 
II II II II II II R_JII R 
....___...... 
pl p2 Pa p4 Ps p6 p7 Ps, 
Pi the indecomposable projective A-lattices 
r = (R)7 ll (R)2, rad r =:I= (II)7 E8 (II)2• 
The binding indicates congruence modulo II. 
.R .R .R .R .R .R .R 
0 .R .R .R .R .R .R 
0 0 .R .R .R .R .R 
21= 0 0 0 .R 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .R 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 .R 
.R (.R ~) \.._0 0 0 0 0 0 .R 0 
....___...... 
m = (st)7 EB (st)2. 
Then m is injective with modules 
and 
21 is the tensor algebra of the graph 
~ 
-~---. 
~ 
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which has been treated in [7, Sect. 5] 
The injective \!!-modules are: 
r5l r/1// /1/h /Ill 
5\ 5\ Ill/ Ill/ 
5\ 5\ 5l Ill/ 
5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 
5\ 5\ 5\ 0 
5\ 5\ 5\ 0 
5\ 5\ 0 
r/111 r/111 
Ill/ Ill/ 
/Ill /Ill 
0 0 
5\ 0 
0 5\ 
0 _) 5\ 
11/h 
Ill/ 
/Ill 
0 
0 
~ c~~); (:) 
...__.,. 
where the hatched parts indicate that the corresponding modules have been 
factored out. 
Of these injective modules only 11 and 18 lie in miDl(S). The injective objects 
in miDl(S) are (cf. (1.14)): 
5\ 5\ 
5\ 0 
5\ 0 
5\ 0 
5\ 0 
5\ 0 
0 
5\ 
5\ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5\ 5\ 5\ 
5\ 5\ 5\ 
5\ 5\ 5\ 
0 5\ 5\ 
5\ 0 5\ 
5\ 5\ 0 
\...0 
5\ 
5\ 
5\ 
5\ 
5\ 
5\ (:); (:); 
------
It should be noted that E2 and E3 are projective. 
The indecomposable \!!-modules in ~l9Jl(S) correspond to the indecomposable 
representations of the graph, listed in [7, Section 5]. Hence the elements in 
m91(S) are: 
5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ r5l R'l 
0 5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 
0 0 5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 5\ 
0 0 0 5\ 0 5\=5\ 
0 0 0 0 5\ 5\ 0 
0 0 0 5\=5\ 5\ :j:); \...0 _) \...0 _) 0 \...0 O..J \...0 
------(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
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dl Sh rR~ rft rR~ 
ft 
ft 
ft 
0 
R~ 
ft 
ft 
0 
0 
R 
0 
(16) 
Sl Sl 
Sl Sl 
ft=ft 
Sl 0 
ft ft (ft) ft ft_j ft 
.._.. 
(6) 
ft ft 
ft ft 
Sl 0 
0 ft 
0 ft 
0_) 0 
(7) (8) (9) 
~ (~); 
.._.. 
(10) 
(11) (12) (13) (14) (15} 
0 
0 
(17) 
Sl ft 
Sl ft 
ft ft 
ft=Sl 
ft 0 
0 ft 
~o ft_j 
( 18) 
R~ Sl 
ft ft 
ft ft 
ft 0 
ft 0 
:_) ~:):) ~:):) 
.._.. ------
(19) (20) 
(21) (22} (23} (24) (25) (26) 
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This is a complete list of the indecomposable modules in ~Wl( S). The indecom-
posable A-lattices are obtained from these by replacing ft by R and 0 by II. 
For the difference of almost split sequences in ~19Jlf and ~Wl(S) we observe 
that 
Ll((4)) = (3) but 
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